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Abstract: Although hosting sporting events has received considerable attention and the important connection between sporting events and urban development has been highlighted, most studies have focused on mega sporting events, and the controversy around the benefits of hosting mega sporting events is also increasing. To promote regional sport tourism, this study explores the strategic perspectives of stakeholders on hosting hallmark sporting events for the regional development of sport tourism. In-depth interviews were conducted with 11 representatives from stakeholder groups to discuss the role and essence of hallmark sporting events in promoting regional tourism. Archival material, including event organizing documents and information, was used to enhance the reliability of the qualitative analysis. Four strategic perspectives are proposed to illustrate the inter-relationships between hallmark sporting events and the sustainable development of regional tourism. These perspectives can be used as a management procedure to improve event operations for event managers. This study’s main contribution is the proposal of development goals and proper execution processes for hosting hallmark sporting events for the sustainable development of regional tourism, and the cultivation of effective synergy between local business activities and stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

In the 21st century, sports and tourism constitute a potential economic driving force in today’s society and have great potential for generating large-scale economic benefits [1]. According to the guidelines of sustainable tourism development [2], the principle of sustainability involves the environmental, economic, and social-cultural aspects of tourism development. Especially when developing a sustainable strategy for tourism development, an appropriate balance must be established between these three aspects to ensure its long-term sustainability [2–4]. Similar to hosting sporting events, it needs to take full account of the current and future economic, social, and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of the industry, the environment, host communities, and stakeholders [5–7]. In recent decades, sporting events have played a critical role in the development of cities, regions, and even countries [8]. The significance of sporting events is increasing day by day, which also highlights the critical linkage between the events and the sustainable development of regional tourism [9,10]. The assessment of the long-term social and economic benefits of sporting events has gradually become a mainstream research topic [5]. Sporting events can be divided into different scales and types, ranging from small regional level sporting events to mega sporting events. Mega sporting events have always been recognized as the type most likely to bring considerable benefits [11].

Previous studies concerning tourism and urban development have focused on mega sporting events, such as the Olympics and the World Cup [12–15]. However, criticism and controversy around the benefits of hosting these events are also increasing [16–20],
especially with regards to the negative environmental and social impacts [21–24]. As residents may only be able to witness the hosting of mega events once in their lifetime, they often feel alienated from mega events. However, small-scale sporting events can be held regularly, and become a more influential part of communities [5]. Gibson et al. [25] emphasized that the preparatory work of small-scale sporting events is consistent with the host community’s development goals for infrastructure and human and cultural capital, thereby enabling tourism sustainable development. Although there are fewer economic benefits of smaller events, their negative impacts are relatively minor. Smaller events help alleviate the seasonal boom in tourism, use existing infrastructure, and require less public funding, thereby generating more reliable income [26]. In other words, the essence of small-scale sporting events is more in line with the core value of sustainable development.

In recent years, the promotion of hallmark sporting events (hereafter, HSEs) has been integrated with tourism in various regions in Taiwan. It has become the branch of the tourism industry with the highest growth potential [27]. Based on unique local environmental characteristics, sport tourism in different regions of Taiwan should take different directions for potential development. The Mercuries Taiwan Masters Invitational Golf Tournament (hereafter, MTMIGT), a well-known annual HSE in North Taiwan, is hosted as “The Masters” in the United States. Sponsored by Mercuries and Associates Holding Company (hereafter, MAHC), the MTMIGT has been held for 34 consecutive years, since 1987. As one of the oldest golf tournaments in Taiwan and Asia, it is in the same league as the Chinese Open and the Chinese Professional Championships. Further, it is significant in the Asian and international golf circles. It is held every year in September–October at the Tamsui Golf Course in Northern Taiwan. The tournament also features “sightseeing on the go” and “golf day” activities, and provides off-campus visits to primary school students. Thus, through guided tours, it popularizes golf activities, arousing local enthusiasm and support for the sport, while encouraging the participation of residents. Over the years, this tournament has gained familiarity with the residents of Tamsui [28].

Although the advocacy for tourism sustainable development is prevalent across small-scale events, HSEs, and large-scale sporting events, most of the research thus far has focused on the economic and tourism impacts of mega events [29,30]. It is unclear how or whether HSEs actually affect regional tourism development in the host community. Therefore, this study aims to reveal the role of HSEs in the sustainable development of regional tourism from the stakeholders’ perspective. By observing and exploring the particularity of the combination of hosting the MTMIGT and sustainable regional tourism, the substantive significance and management policy of HSEs is summarized for the reference of local authorities.

2. Literature Review
2.1. The Essence of HSEs

The development of HSEs is closely related to tourism and special festive activities [31]. The earliest and most widely cited definition came into being after Ritchie and Beliveau [32] studied the Quebec Winter Carnival as an HSE. An HSE refers to one-off or repeated events that are held within a limited duration of time, with the main purpose of increasing the visibility, attractiveness, and business opportunities of the venue in the short or long term. The key to the success of such events consists of their uniqueness, reputation, or importance, in order to create benefits and attract public attention [33]. Graham et al. [34] defined HSEs as sporting events that mark an important historical anniversary. Based on their perspectives, an HSE can only be a one-off event. Getz [35] addressed that HSEs can be repetitive events with the importance of tradition, attraction, image or reputation for the host region. HSEs can generate a market competitive advantage for venues, communities, or destinations. As time goes by, an HSE will be integrated with the destination.

Ritchie and Crouch [36] listed the world-renowned “hallmark” events, such as the Boston Marathon, Kentucky Derby, US Masters, Mardi Gras in New Orleans, Oktoberfest in Munich, Cowboys Music Festival in Calgary, the running of the bulls in Pamplona, and
championships such as Wimbledon. Getz [37] believed that a “hallmark” indicates a symbol of event quality or certification. Therefore, an event is a symbolic indicator of its organizer, venue, or area, which brings public attention to its status as a permanent and regular activity. Getz [38] later redefined a “hallmark” event as a repeating event of considerable importance in terms of traditional customs, attractiveness, public image, or publicity. It also offers a competitive advantage to the hosting site, community, or destination. Over time, the relationship between the event and the hosting site becomes inseparable. Getz et al. [39] first proposed the definition and concept of HSEs in sport tourism and sporting event management, highlighting the role of an HSE in the community and tourism environment. They constructed three main output goals of HSEs (attractiveness, brand image, and community), and three main process objectives (sustainability, marketing, and organizational ownership), which serve as a model that can be applied by the community and other sport tourism organizers. Frost [31] believes that the Indianapolis 500 is also an HSE, and adds that a number of European cities use traditional cultural activities as hallmarks to make their cities more fashionable or avant-garde sightseeing destinations through popular cultural activities. By summarizing previous perspectives, the essence of HSEs can be defined as one-off or repeated events endowed with both international and local characteristics, and capable of enhancing the visibility, attractiveness, and business opportunities of the host. The legacy of HSEs may have profound impacts on regional development.

2.2. Sporting Events and Sustainable Regional Tourism

There are a number of studies directly or indirectly exploring sporting events and the sustainable development of host regions [25,30,40–44]. Sporting events are organized according to the needs of each region, and these needs are often related to the local cultural, social, and economic background [5–7,45]. The development of sport tourism will have a significant and positive impact on regional industries and the promotion of regional economic development [46–48]. Sherwood [49] studied the economic impact of 85 events held in Australia and found inconsistent conclusions with respect to the economic impacts of various events. Moreover, the social and cultural impacts of the regional events have attracted more and more attention. Conversely, sporting event tourism in the host region may bring negative economic, socio-cultural, and environmental impacts, including inflation, excessive dependence on tourism, deterioration of government finances, disruption of the labor market, and increased external costs [50].

From a societal perspective, sport tourism involves an extensive range of issues, many of which relate to the views of residents on community participation [51–53], social equity [40], cultural development [54,55], and health promotion [56,57]. For example, the term “psychic income” is used to show that hosting a sporting event can produce excitement, pride, and pleasure for citizens of a country [58]; the hosting of an event can convert “spiritual income” into long-term social capital. Since social capital has a stimulating effect, its reinforcement strengthens other types of capital [59]. Thus, the public can actively participate in sports, generating pride, enthusiasm, and social cohesion [60]. Kim and Morrison [61] found that many cities hold related celebrations during the event, generating national pride and enthusiasm. Carey et al. [62] addressed that various communities will enhance their social cohesiveness by participating in sporting events and promoting the participation of various communities in public affairs and related activities, thereby generating social influences, such as improvement in the quality of life of underprivileged groups. Moreover, work related to hosting sporting events, such as venue construction, medical services, drug testing, information services, and media broadcasting may improve local industrial technologies and enhance the skills and personal development of workers involved, thereby contributing to the long-term development of society [63,64]. Kim et al. [65] constructed a six-factor model to evaluate residents’ cognitions related to the economic benefits, civic pride in the community, community development, economic costs, transportation issues, and safety risks during large-scale sport tourism. The evidence re-
revealed the multi-faceted nature of social influence, which helps with better understanding the local perceptions toward the importance of sport tourism.

Sport tourism helps members establish their identity and a sense of community pride. Residents of host regions display pride when they introduce their cities and participate as volunteers [66]. Furthermore, the host city improves its infrastructure, and consequently, the quality of life of its residents, when it prepares for the event and the arrival of tourists [30, 67, 68]. Andersson and Lundberg [69] pointed out that in increasing the visibility and image of its tourist destinations, a region often organizes a series of sporting events and cultural activities. Through these activities, it attracts tourists and allows residents to become consumers or serve as volunteers. The various stakeholders also contribute to the success of the event in different ways, as they work toward their expectations. Kaplanidou and Vogt [70] explored the factors that contribute to the success of sporting events through the perspectives of event sponsors and spectators who had experienced small sporting events, and explained how events and tourist destination impressions interact to affect sport tourism behavior. Malchrowicz-Mośko and Poczta [42] presented the meaning of sporting events for the tourism industry and the importance of sporting events at a small scale, as well as heritage sporting events, for the sustainable development of tourist destinations. Such events will affect tourist revival and improvement of the regions' image. Thus, smaller sporting events often aim to promote public awareness and encourage active participation among residents.

To assess the impact of sporting events on sustainable development, May [71] first adopted the framework of the triple bottom line to reveal the impact of sporting events on the environment. In recent decades, the sport tourism industry has considered the environment as the core of tourist products. Ecotourism and sustainable development are emerging across all sectors of the tourism industry [72]. Goeldner and Ritchie [73] emphasized that long-term protection of the social and environmental concerns of a scenic spot is more important than short-term economic gains. Bourdeau et al. [74] highlighted that pollution is caused by adventure sports in French mountainous areas and suggested the adoption of sustainable development to protect fragile ecosystems. In many countries, opening golf courses is generally regarded as a feasible way to attract foreign tourists and increase the income of residents. However, the severe socio-economic and environmental impact that golf courses may have is often ignored [75]. Lim and Patterson [76] proposed combining golf tourism with regional characteristics as a strategy for developing niche markets in island countries. Ahmed et al. [77] highlighted the environmental impact of South African beach sport tourism and increased surfing activities and called for increased environmental education. Collins and Flynn [78] proposed an “ecological footprint” to measure the environmental sustainability of the FA Cup finals, explaining that this measurement tool could support policymakers and event organizers in holding sustainable activities through the formulation and evaluation of policy plans. Collins et al. [21] indicated that although the event organizers often consider the importance of environmental resources to the event, the environmental impact of mega sporting events often occurs over a long period of time after the event, making a quantitative evaluation complicated and confusing. Collins et al. [79] used two different approaches to test the environmental sustainability and economic effects of the Tour de France 2007, for the promoters to understand how to leverage tourism consumption and discuss the effects of the sporting event on the economy and the environment. Zhang and Park [80] tested the most important factors to consider in the development of a sustainable and responsible HSE. Andersson et al. [81] applied the contingent valuation method to evaluate “use” and “non-use” monetary values, and carbon footprint analysis, with respect to consumption and waste, provided a systematic comparison of activities and allowed monitoring of sustainability efforts.

2.3. Leveraging Sporting Events for Regional Tourism

Previous studies have contributed to the leveraging issues of mega sporting events such as the Olympics and the World Cup [82–86]. Chalip [59] proposed creating a sense
of celebration and three main ways to promote the leverage of a sporting event, namely creating informal social opportunities, generating auxiliary activities, and using visual cues and symbols in the community to enhance the sense of celebration. Effective synergy between the local tourism industry, sports organizations, and residents is necessary to leverage sporting events and create a celebratory atmosphere. O’Brien and Chalip [87,88] proposed new leverage strategies for sporting events, aiming to achieve the triple bottom line for the community where the events are hosted. Nonetheless, the impacts of HSEs have not received enough attention [89,90].

Similarly, the leverage strategy of a sporting event can also unleash the potential benefits of small and regional events [91]. As Higham [26] advocated, smaller events are more beneficial to the host region than larger events. Host regions try to make use of events of various types and sizes, hoping to achieve similar success. In a related topic, Kruger and Saayman [92] discussed how South Africa’s Two Oceans Marathon could be used to create an unforgettable spectator experience. They identified four factors, namely facilities, comfort and visibility, marketing and personnel, and stipulations. Among these, facilities and marketing were the key factors that would lead to a successful and unforgettable audience experience. Kaplanidou and Gibson [93] proposed the factors motivating amateur athletes to participate repeatedly in regular small-scale sporting events. Misener and Mason [94,95] addressed that regional sporting events have the potential to build social capital and promote community development. Ziakas and Costa [48] proposed the use of a combination of regular sports and cultural activities to promote the development of the community and regional economy. Misener [96] further established the theoretical framework for leveraging regional sporting events and pointed out that for the sporting event to benefit the host region, the host community needs to activate certain critical elements among their resources.

2.4. Stakeholders of Sporting Events

Stakeholder theory was first proposed by Freeman [97] and was mainly used in the field of management [98]. Afterward, Jones and Wicks [99] provided four principles of the stakeholder theory: (1) there will be many stakeholders in an organization; (2) stakeholder theory focuses on the relationship between the organization and each stakeholder, regarding the process and the result; (3) the interests of all stakeholders have value, and no interest can be imposed on other stakeholders; and (4) the theory is applied to management decision-making. Previous research has discussed the relationship between various stakeholders and the success of sporting events extensively [100–103]. Stakeholders include individuals or groups who have been affected or will be affected by the activities of a sporting event in the past, present, and future [104,105]. Since the assessment of sporting events must rely on the information provided by relevant stakeholders, their needs should be considered in the planning stage [102].

The stakeholders of sporting events include sports organizations, preparatory committees, host cities and governments, delegations, sponsors, the media, and other groups who are affected by the hosting of the events and have a decisive impact on the success of the events. They will consider whether the information and outcome of the events and their personal needs are in harmony with the goals of the events, but conflicts may also arise [106]. Bowdin et al. [107] stated that relevant stakeholders in large-scale sporting events include athletes, international sports associations, sports authorities, local and central governments, government officials, sponsors, the media, the public, and volunteers. According to Reid [101] and Reid and Arcodia [100], the important stakeholders of major sporting events are the business community, community groups, environmentalists, emergency service personnel, governments, event organization groups, residents in the hosting and non-hosting area, shareholders, tourism staff and employed personnel (both by the event or otherwise employed), sponsors, volunteers, the media, and contestants. Therefore, the literature mentioned shows that the stakeholders of an event are the direct or indirect participants involved in the operation of such an event.
3. Method

3.1. In-Depth Interviews

Following the framework of Parent [103] and Leopkey and Parent [108] regarding sporting event stakeholders, individuals and organizations were identified. In-depth interviews were conducted following the three dimensions of the interview outline shown in Table 1. Table 2 displays the personal codes and listed organizations of the participant representatives of the interviewees. The interviewer first contacted the stakeholder groups and asked if they were willing to be interviewed. A total of 11 interviewees were invited from the stakeholder groups to consider the diverse perspectives of stakeholders, including local government, academia, sponsors, event volunteers, and residents, to derive sustainable development strategies for regional tourism. This was subject to their considerable involvement and professionalism with respect to the MTMIGT, to ensure the validity of the data.

In the process of data sorting, the in-depth interviews were first transcribed and then converted into verbatim manuscripts, which were read repeatedly to arrive at meaningful sentences. These were subjected to a coding process, and sustainable development strategies were classified accordingly. The edited interview transcript was then sent back to the original interviewee for confirmation and modification, to reduce errors in semantic decoding. Finally, within- and between-stakeholder comparisons (similarities and differences) were examined and summarized.

Table 1. Interview outline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Outline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic impact</td>
<td>Regarding the economic impact of the MTMIGT on the development of tourism in Tamsui, how does this event create a new business network for regional sustainable development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social impact</td>
<td>What impact will the MTMIGT have on the development of tourism in Tamsui, socially and culturally? What is the direction and strategy for sustainable development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental impact</td>
<td>How will the MTMIGT affect the environment for tourism development in Tamsui? What is the direction and strategy for sustainable development?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Probe questions
1. How is an HSE used to create regional tourism characteristics?
2. What factors in an HSE contribute to or hinder the sustainable development of regional tourism?
3. How can the event organizers or participating units adjust their working relationships to achieve regional tourism development goals?
4. What are the sustainable benefits of regional tourism development brought about by an HSE after the event?
5. What is the strategy for maintaining the local environment after the HSE is held?
6. What is the sustainable development strategy for the workforce and volunteers after the event?
7. What is the development strategy for tourists or residents to maintain their enthusiasm and concern for HSE after the event?
8. Which industries can benefit from sustainable development after the event?
9. What are the possible continuous expenditures after the HSE is held?
10. As opposed to large-scale events, what key points and strategies should an HSE consider for the sustainable development of local tourism?
Table 2. The selected list of stakeholder groups for in-depth interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Job Title</th>
<th>Stakeholder Groups</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>A representative of the organizer</td>
<td>Foundation for Taiwan Masters Golf Tournament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Official representative of the New Taipei City Government</td>
<td>Tamsui District Office, New Taipei City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>Mayor</td>
<td>A representative of New Taipei City Council</td>
<td>City Council, New Taipei City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>City counselor</td>
<td>Resident representative of Tamsui District, New Taipei City</td>
<td>Tamsui District, New Taipei City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Borough warden</td>
<td>Resident representative of Tamsui District, New Taipei City</td>
<td>Tamsui District, New Taipei City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Borough warden</td>
<td>Resident representative of Tamsui District, New Taipei City</td>
<td>Tamsui District, New Taipei City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>General manager</td>
<td>Co-organizer representative</td>
<td>Taiwan Golf Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>Volunteer representative</td>
<td>XXXX University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Sponsor representative</td>
<td>Mercuries Life Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Shop manager</td>
<td>Sponsor representative</td>
<td>Mercuries Furniture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Dean</td>
<td>Representatives of scholars with event management expertise</td>
<td>XXXX University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Representatives of scholars with event management expertise</td>
<td>XXXX University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Data Gathering

In this study, stakeholders were consulted, and archival material and interviews were taken as the primary sources of data to ensure robustness. Some interviewees provided organizational documents to enrich the study. Archival materials, including official organizing documents and the MTMIGT official website information, were used to increase the reliability of the results. Moreover, interviews complemented this information to reinforce the connotations in the archival materials, in addition to providing elucidation. Data were gathered through semi-structured interviews, which lasted about one hour on average. In contrast to the structured discussion method [109], semi-structured interviews allow the researcher to probe the answers of the interviewee and obtain more information [110].

4. Results and Discussion

This study contributes to the literature on sporting events and knowledge of sustainable development in several ways. Through in-depth interviews with stakeholders, the following sub-sections present four strategic perspectives to advance the substantial development of regional sport tourism through the hosting of HSEs, by summarizing the interviewees’ responses. Table 3 displays brief descriptions of the strategic perspectives, with quoted examples.

4.1. Using the HSE to Create Regional Tourism Features

The MTMIGT has been held for 33 consecutive years at the oldest golf course in Taiwan and has become a regularly featured event of Tamsui as a local carnival festival. Since golf is not a civilian sport, it needs the combined efforts of public entities, academic units, and enterprises to promote it through tourism, enabling easy participation for tourists and residents in the event and allowing them to meet and see golf players at the international level. Therefore, complementary supporting measures need to be presented to create local features for regional sport tourism. During the MTMIGT, new activities could be designed in the future. For example, mini marathons could be held on the periphery of the golf course to attract sports tourists to the area to participate in the grand event, adding
excitement to the HSE. As sports tourists enter the golf course to watch the game, they could activate sightseeing activities in Tamsui District.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Perspectives</th>
<th>Quoted Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Using the HSE to Create Regional Tourism Features | G1: “... The MTMIGT was originally a well-known sporting event and has always been very appealing. Additionally, Tamsui also has many tourist attractions. If we combine the event with the traditional characteristics of Tamsui, we could create an exclusive brand of Tamsui sport tourism...”  
C1: “... As long as we create other activities that add to this event, sightseeing activities in Tamsui will gain new momentum. As Tamsui is a small region, it is not difficult to run this event well in such a small community”.  
C1: “... As Tamsui itself is known as the hometown of golf, the Taiwan Masters should invest in nurturing the next generation of golf players. ... The MAHC can sponsor some cultural activities in Tamsui. For example, during the grand worshipping festival, the MAHC can also make some investments to show continued concern for the Tamsui community, as cultural tourism and the tournament in Tamsui could complement each other”.  
M1: “... Companies related to the MAHC can also provide donations to the tournament, schools can act as planning units, and the Tamsui District Office can be the co-organizer. This would be an intelligent and significant combination for the development of local tourism. Golf itself is suitable for all ages. As MAHC is in the business of life insurance, they would want to see people live a long life. Through sports such as golf, people would be able to exercise and increase their lifespan. This is the right combination because such links could help realize the aim of national sports, promote the development of local tourism, and achieve the corporate goals of sponsors”.  
G1: “... The MTMIGT is held at the first golf course in Taiwan. The event has an incredible view, and it is an excellent opportunity to promote tourism consumption in Tamsui. I think that many factors could promote the sustainable development of tourism in the tournament. There are relatively few obstacles. At most, the event will cause temporary traffic congestions, which the residents will understand...” |
| The Critical Factors Facilitating Sustainable Development | C2: “... A sporting event needs to gather human resources, material resources, and financial resources. Therefore, the economic factor is of primary concern. We hope that Taiwan’s economic growth will not deteriorate, as this gives impetus for the sustained operation of enterprises. I think that the obstacles also concern sponsors and co-organizers and that the source of funds is a fundamental issue because even a slight hiccup could hinder the sustainable development of tourism”.  
G2: “... Tamsui has a history of more than 400 years. There are more than 30 historical monuments and buildings, and it has precious social, cultural, and artistic resources. Therefore, Tamsui has excellent potential in terms of tourism development. This aspect is what draws 8 million tourists to Tamsui every year...”  
C2: “... Co-organizers of the tournament can form alliances with shops on Tamsui old streets to design multiple sightseeing activities, such as golf walking, stamping after completing an event, and lot-drawing with the stamps, or shopping for event merchandise in the Tamsui business district...” |
Table 3. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Perspectives</th>
<th>Quoted Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sustained Benefits for Regional Tourism Development after the HSE | C1: “... If I were a stakeholder in the tournament, I would always hope to be closely connected with this event; we must continue to operate in a sustained manner because we are a community of shared interests...”
G2: “... Visitors will take the MRT, visit the Fisherman’s Wharf, or go shopping in the old street, which will promote consumption and increase local income”
M1: “... The athletes of the tournament are professional players from various countries and can generate an invisible momentum. In North Taiwan, if the public knows that the tournament’s activities are of high quality, the event will establish the right image, and the reputation of Tamsui and people's impressions will also improve...”
O1: “... The event is currently not that large in scale, and there is, therefore, no severe pollution to the environment. However, if it continues to flourish and draw in more tourists, it will lead to a messy environment and traffic jams. Therefore, some precautions should be taken. There are some strategies...”
C1: “... It is necessary to continue to raise the public’s awareness through the event. It is possible to erect visible signs, install trash cans along the road, and train volunteers to inform the participants of garbage classification...”
M2: “... If the tournament allows local businesses to make money, they will continue to invest in Tamsui, hire local university graduates, and then live and work in Tamsui, which means that Tamsui will be able to grow further...”
R2: “... The tournament reminds people of beef noodles. As the taste becomes familiar, it will be known as the Taiwan Masters beef noodles...”
C1: “... The Taiwan Masters can prepare budget plans and use the MRT lightbox as advertisements for information such as ‘Mercuries Life Cares about You’, ‘Golf Keeps Us Healthy’, etc. These could also double as a promotion of the tournament...”
O1: “... Although the tournament is held once a year, there are still eleven months left after the event is held during which no event is planned. During this period, we need to maintain good interaction with the Tamsui community...”
R1: “... The religious activities in Tamsui in May and June every year are important cultural events. If the MAHC can also make some investment in these events, I believe it will benefit the tournament. You will perceive that the MAHC continues to care about the community, and it will be more helpful for subsequent events...”

To promote the sustainable development of regional tourism, the HSE should allow all stakeholders to cultivate a bond through the overall activities. To be able to continue hosting the event, the event owner should have the ambition and foresight to understand the needs of the community. As the C1 said, “... The MAHC can make plans to cultivate local middle and elementary schools and set up golf training classes to train local golf players”.

In addition, event owners can use their local diversified management experience and brand to continue to invest in local businesses to leverage commercial marketing activities. For example, the local government could incorporate the event into local festivals to integrate the unique culture and educational resources of the region. This could not only promote golf activities during the non-event period but also supplement the government’s sports policy. By cooperating with regional universities and adding innovative elements to the activity plan of HSE, it will promote the sustainable development of sports, tourism and cultural traditions in Tamsui, and create a win-win situation for the industry, government, and academia.

4.2. The Critical Factors Facilitating Sustainable Development

In order to facilitate the sustainable development of regional tourism, the features, scenery, and cultural environment of the venue where a sporting event is held cannot be ignored. If the HSE can be held continuously, it will naturally help the sustainable development of tourism in the region, and all the stakeholders of the tournament can receive the benefits of sustainability. It is necessary to create volunteer and cultural jobs through an HSE. Furthermore, those interested in golf are a potential workforce. The factors
that hinder the sustainable development of regional tourism are few, and they mainly come from the external environment (e.g., economic prosperity). When the economy is in a recession, the owners and sponsors may be reluctant to continue investing in hosting the tournament. In addition, golf is less popular than other ball games, and it is generally regarded as an aristocratic sport in Taiwan. The general public is not motivated to be participants or spectators. If the series activities of sporting events lack innovation and attractiveness, it will reduce people’s revisit intention. These results also echo the views of Getz [38], Getz et al. [39], and Frost [31], who have asserted that traditional cultural activities are a crucial factor in attracting tourists.

4.3. The Role of HSE Stakeholder Groups in Realizing Regional Development Goals

The goal of promoting tourism development in the Tamsui area is to improve the public image of Tamsui because it is an essential cultural site in Northern Taiwan. Understanding Tamsui first through sightseeing and then by caring about it will not only contribute to the local economy but also help with the promotion and preservation of Taiwanese culture. Among these stakeholder groups, the vision of the tournament owner (i.e., the Foundation for Taiwan Masters Golf Tournament) is critical to the sustainable operation of the event. The ultimate purpose of hosting this HSE is to leverage the historical value and glory of Taiwanese golf and make the “Taiwan Masters” one of the three major golf tournaments in Taiwan. The tournament also reaches out to local elementary schools, high schools, and universities. Every year, hundreds of students come to the event to watch the game, and this helps cultivate a positive atmosphere. From the perspective of marketing, regional sponsor brands can be integrated into the lives of residents through the long-term operation of the tournament. This could establish a sense of brand identity among the residents, conducive to the expansion of local business circles.

Regarding residents’ perspective, the 42 boroughs of Tamsui could also be involved, and the borough chief could lead the residents to participate in the event. This could form a mutually supportive circle for event owners, sponsors, and residents. As the event’s exposure and popularity increase, it will attract more people to the venue to watch the game and simultaneously visit Tamsui, thereby promoting the sustainable development of sport tourism. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure coordination, integration, and organization among interested groups.

4.4. Sustained Benefits for Regional Tourism Development after the HSE

When HSE athletes are professional players from various countries, they can generate intangible momentum, which is an excellent marketing tactic overseas. For the region itself, when more tourists know that there is a series of HSE activities every year, they also recognize this as a high-quality event. This creates a connection between the organizer and the region’s public impression, and thus, a reputation is established. It also derives considerable benefits for the development of regional tourism, which include the creation of local attachment to Tamsui, cultural recognition of the region, and attractiveness of local domestic tourism. There are contributions to the advancement of the corporate image and the sustainable operation of regional business circles because more foreign tourists or consumers will be familiar with the HSE. Additionally, for co-organizers (such as schools), participation in the preparation of the event can continuously improve the image and reputation of the organization itself.

In this case, all the interviewees agreed that hosting the HSE has little impact on the environment of Tamsui. Almost all residents in various regions in Taiwan understand the concept of the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, and recycle). For golf tournaments, there is virtually no problem with pollution. With proper management in advance, the goal of a sustainable environment is not difficult to achieve. In addition, the HSE shares a close relationship with the sustainable development of human resource management of the regional co-organizers. Schools constitute a source of human resources and volunteers for the main event. The tournament can involve students as interns and offer volunteering opportunities. Local
sports organizations could also be involved to appeal to residents in Tamsui to participate as volunteers. The sustainable development of the tournament includes continuous learning of new professional competencies and innovations. Volunteer training, which emphasizes service attitude and quality, is an essential foundation for sustainable human development.

In addition to driving more people to participate in activities related to sporting events, HSEs can promote sales at nearby hotels, restaurants, department stores, and souvenir shops. Even the real estate industry will flourish due to tourism. Therefore, strengthening the influence and sustainability of the HSE will be highly effective in promoting the marketing and development of the real estate industry. Moreover, it is necessary to maintain public relations and advertising expenses with the stakeholders of the tournament, even off-season. Event owners’ continued investment in the region is crucial. They need to invest during the tournament and in the community outside the event. For example, it is possible to plan some cultural and religious activities for the cooperating entities of the event and use public facilities for marketing and advertising, so that event stakeholders are closely integrated with the features of regional tourism.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Findings

Although hosting sporting events has received considerable attention, previous studies had little focus on sustainable development strategies for regional tourism. To fill the research gap, this study has concluded four strategic perspectives of stakeholders that are corresponding to the claims made by Chalip [59] and Kelly and Fairley [91]. It means that the HSE could be a vehicle to promote the sustainable development of regional tourism. To achieve the goal of reviving the sustainable development of local tourism, it is necessary to cultivate effective synergy between local business activities, sporting event organizers, and stakeholders to create a specific atmosphere of festivity. Therefore, as far as HSE supply is concerned, the hosting of HSEs in Tamsui should be integrated into tourism promotion models as appropriate in order to establish regional sport tourism characteristics. Moreover, the four strategic perspectives proposed based on in-depth interviews correspond to the role of HSEs in a community and tourism environment proposed by Getz et al. [39]. Furthermore, the hosting of HSEs should create better coordination among event organizers and stakeholders related to the tourism industry, to set the development goals and proper execution processes to meet the needs of regional sustainable development.

5.2. Managerial Implications

This study revealed the stakeholders’ perspectives on the roles and strategic outlook of HSEs with regards to the development of sustainable tourism. For stakeholders, HSEs are a new means for the promotion of sustainability in the development of tourism. The strategic outlook put forward by this study can help HSE owners or local governments to choose and host suitable events, thereby providing a reference for sporting events for the development of tourism in other specific regions. From the perspective of the supply side, whether an HSE successfully induces sustainable development in domestic tourism is closely connected to the mission of the event organizers and the involvement of stakeholders. The results show that although HSE stakeholders have addressed different dimensions of strategic views on the benefits of sporting events, the ultimate goals remain similar.

The MTMIGT has been generally recognized for its contribution to the sustainable development of Tamsui tourism. The strategies for sustainable development, including the linkage and cooperation of stakeholders such as the industry, governments, and academia, are highly critical. Through the promotion of governmental sport policies combined with the resources of HSE stakeholders, an overall atmosphere is created. The HSE is integrated into local festivals to make use of the unique cultural and geographical environment, and sporting resources of the region, to continue to help golf activities take root locally. Simultaneously, innovative elements can be incorporated into activity planning, so that
HSEs will have a sense of integrity and consistency with existing sightseeing spots, festivals, culture, experience, and accommodation, thereby shaping the uniqueness of HSEs and regional tourism. On this basis, it is also possible in the future to consider setting up a Destination Marketing Organization (DMO) in the region, as an entity to promote the leverage strategy of HSEs and the sustainable development of tourism, to implement the value creation of sports, tourism, and inherent cultural traditions in Tamsui. That is, the sporting event organizer should design and manage the event image to fit the regional culture and traditional customs so that they can build the HSE as a vehicle for promoting the sustainable development of regional tourism.

5.3. Limitations and Further Research Suggestions

This study emphasized the role of hosting HSEs in the direction of sustainable development of regional tourism. However, only a qualitative analysis for a single HSE in a specific region, Tamsui, was conducted. The inferences and applications may therefore be limited due to the characteristics of HSEs, and the unique local humanities and geographical environment. Further studies may introduce the grounded theoretical model to compare different types of HSEs in other regions and explore the relationship between HSEs and the sustainable development of tourism. Moreover, it may be possible to utilize a longitudinal approach to examine how the leveraging strategies of HSEs could change the behavioral preferences of tourists, and illustrate how HSEs could benefit the sustainable development of tourism in a region/area.
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